Shield against the elements with **Loxon® Exterior Concrete and Masonry Systems**

Count on **Loxon® Exterior Concrete and Masonry Systems**, a full range of products for prepping, finishing, specialty and more.

- Advanced concrete and masonry protection
- Stand up to the elements
- Protects against efflorescence

Open your smartphone camera and scan over the code to learn more about the benefits of Loxon® Exterior Concrete and Masonry Systems.
The Loxon® family offers a full line of exterior concrete and masonry solutions including masonry conditioner, block surfacer, acrylic primer, high build coatings, self-cleaning acrylic technology* and water repellents.

Take on More Jobs
Perfect for new construction and repaints. Can be applied on fresh concrete, stucco and block surfaces — at least seven days old, with a pH of up to 13 — with no resulting alkalinity problems.

Stand up to the Elements
This unique system maintains the integrity of its original appearance, color and sheen despite sun, heat, wind-driven rain and salt air.

Smooth Out Imperfections
Products to help bridge hairline cracks and provide smooth coverage even over less-than-perfect surfaces.

Meet Stringent Requirements
Many of these systems comply with strict VOC requirements at <50 g/L VOC across the U.S. without sacrificing performance or productivity.

Industry-leading innovation from a name you can trust. Many hours of field testing, years of research and decades of experience go into developing coatings that are better for your business. Sherwin-Williams has been committed to quality for more than 150 years and has a complete line of extraordinary paints and stains, plus rich, beautiful colors to set your work apart.